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Sci-Tech reward is an energisation mode for the scientist who creates illustrious 
accomplishments to gain social constructive comments through spirit reward and 
material reward.Sci-Tech reward which is an important mechanism of institution 
of scientific society as a necessary product of socialization of science is to 
promote the benign development of the system of Sci-Tech.On the basis of 
sociology of science and systematicism, the paper which probes into the 
operational process, mechanism and pattern of Sci-Tech reward from theoretical 
explain and the case analysis puts forward some related suggestions around the 
future development of activities of Sci-Tech reward for our country. 
The structure of this dissertation is as follows: 
In Chapter One ,I start from two kinds of existed classic theories—Merton’s 
theory and Bernal’s line ,then discuss the differences between the basic theme 
and style while affirm their brilliant ideas and point out their theoretical flaws. 
Modern Sci-Tech reward has become an extensive activity which has an apparent 
economic effectiveness. The interaction between Sci-Tech and society should be 
taken into account carefully when study the future Sci-Tech reward. 
Chapter Two is the key part. The paper which makes a microcomic analysis 
of Sci-Tech reward from systematicism and related cases discusses the basic 
process, key factors, operational mechanism and three kinds of operational 
patterns in order to afford some theoretical support. 
 Chapter Three discusses current situation and future innovation of Sci-Tech 
reward in our country .At the same time, the paper also points out the maladies 
and predicament appeared in the activities and policies of Sci-Tech reward. 
Footing upon the theories of Chapter Two, I raise some suggestions to improve 
the effect of  Sci-Tech reward to provide the theoretical support for the virtuous 
operation of our nation’s future Sci-Tech reward. 
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